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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT & MOTIVATION

Catena-X is the first open and collaborative data ecosystem. The goal is to provide an environment for the creation, operation,

and joint use of end-to-end data chains along the entire automotive value chain. All partners are on an equal ground, have

sovereign control over their data and no lock-in eects occur. This situation provides a sustainable solution for the digitalization

of supply chains, especially for medium-sized and small companies, and supports the cooperation and collaboration of market

participants and competitors.

The ever-growing Catena-X ecosystem will enable enormous amounts of data to be integrated and collaboratively harnessed.

To ensure that these complex data volumes can be sent, received, and processed smoothly across all stages of the value chain,

one language for all players: common standards. The standards of the Catena-X data ecosystem define how the exchange of

data and information in our network works. They are the basis for ensuring that the technologies, components, and processes

used are developed and operated according to uniform rules.

Common standards create added value for all partners: Within our network, data flows more smoothly through interfaces. In

addition, we avoid cumbersome individual IT solutions for sharing data with other partners. In the field of international

standardization, Catena-X follows the proven international standardization institutions: ISO/IEC/ITU and CEN�CENELC/ETSI.

For users and data providers, implementation of standards will reduce the costs that would arise from adapting dierent

systems. In addition, no important data is lost. On the contrary, it even becomes easier to collect data across companies. For

operators and developers, standards will create a framework that provides reliable orientation and planning security.

The following document describes one of the standards used in the Catena-X ecosystem and the requirements needed to

implement it. Here, it serves as main resource to illustrate the following data model. It contains information starting from the

format of the model, up to the conceptual and physical model. The standardisation of the data model will enable faster

information sharing and homogeneity throughout the entire Catena-X ecosystem.

DISCLAIMER & LIABILITY

The present document and its contents are provided “AS�IS” with no warranties whatsoever.

The information contained in this document is believed to be accurate and complete as of the date of publication, but may

contain errors, mistakes or omissions.

The Catena-X Automotive Network e.V. (“Catena-X”) makes no express or implied warranty with respect to the present

document and its contents, including any warranty of title, ownership, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose or use.

In particular, Catena-X does not make any representation or warranty, and does not assume any liability, that the contents of the

document or their use (i) are technically accurate or suicient, (ii) conform to any law, regulation and/or regulatory requirement,

or (iii) do not infringe third-party intellectual property or other rights.

No investigation regarding the essentiality of any patents or other intellectual property rights has been carried out by Catena-X

or its members, and Catena-X does not make any representation or warranty, and does not assume any liability, as to the non-

infringement of any intellectual property rights which are, or may be, or may become, essential to the use of the present

document or its contents.

Catena-X and its members are subject to the IP Regulations of the Association Catena-X Automotive Network e.V. which govern

the handling of intellectual property rights in relation to the creation, exploitation and publication of technical documentation,

specifications, and standards by Catena-X.

Neither Catena-X nor any of its members will be liable for any errors or omissions in this document, or for any damages resulting

from use of the document or its contents, or reliance on its accuracy or completeness. In no event shall Catena-X or any of its

members be held liable for any indirect, incidental or consequential damages, including loss of profits. Any liability of Catena-X

https://catena-x.net/fileadmin/user_upload/Vereinsdokumente/Catena-X_IP_Regelwerk_IP_Regulations.pdf
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or any of its members, including liability for any intellectual property rights or for non-compliance with laws or regulations,

relating to the use of the document or its contents, is expressly disclaimed.

REVISIONS & UPDATE

The present document may be subject to revision or change of status. Catena-X reserves the right to adopt any changes or

updates to the present document as it deems necessary or appropriate.

The present document may be made available in electronic versions and/or in print. The content of any electronic and/or print

versions of the present document shall not be copied or modified without the prior wrien authorization of Catena-X. In case of

any existing or perceived dierence in contents between any versions and/or in print, the prevailing version of the present

document is the one made publicly available by Catena-X in PDF format.

If you find any errors in the present document, please send your comments to: standardisierung@catena-x.net

COPYRIGHT & TRADEMARKS

Any and all rights to the present document or parts of it, including but not limited under copyright law, are owned by Catena-X

and its licensors.

The contents of this document shall not be copied, modified, distributed, displayed, made publicly available or otherwise be

publicly communicated, in whole or in part, for any purposes, without the prior authorization by Catena-X, and nothing herein

confers any right or license to do so.

The present document may include trademarks or trade names which are registered by their owners. Catena-X claims no

ownership of these except for any which are indicated as being the property of Catena-X, and conveys no right to use or

reproduce any such trademark or trade name contained herein. Mention of any third-party trademarks in the present document

does not constitute an endorsement by Catena-X of products, services or organizations associated with those trademarks.

“CATENA�X” is a trademark owned by Catena-X registered for its benefit and the benefit of its members. Using or reproducing

this trademark or the trade name of Catena-X is expressly prohibited. No express or implied license to any intellectual property

rights in the present document or parts thereof, or relating to the use of its contents, or mentioned in the present document is

granted herein. The copyright and the foregoing restrictions extend to reproduction in all media. © Catena-X Automotive

Network e.V. All rights reserved.

ABSTRACT

The simulation results of the Catena-X partners on the lower tier level and logistics, together with data of the company’s own

operations are fed into the individual simulation model as input. Considering both, plannable and unforeseeable influencing

factors, this simulation model is iterated through as often as necessary until an optimal production schedule is reached and a

simulation result is created. Sharing of simulation results to the next tier level is the base of the collaborative simulation

approach in a short-term horizon, across the complete supply chain.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this document, the exchange of simulation results is described and standardized.

mailto:standardisierung@catena-x.net
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1.1 AUDIENCE & SCOPE

This standard is relevant for:

Business Application Provider

Data Provider / Consumer

The MaterialFlowSimulationResult object (see the data model description in OSim Data Model Materialflow Simulation Result)

will be send by OSim partner to another OSim partner on a higher tier level. OSim partner can be a producing company as well as

a logistics company. Every MaterialFlowSimulationResult includes information about delivery readiness of packaged material

goods, like material identifier, amount, delivery time and destination. The data provider needs to be able to create

MaterialFlowSimulationResult and the receiver need to be able to interpret them. The data receiver needs to be able to use the

MaterialFlowSimulationResult of lower tier partners as input for its own simulation.

The process of API communication is asynchronous and consists of two API calls: first a requestLatestSimulationResult and

after that a receiveLatestSimulationResult as follows. An OSim partner of an upper level sends an API

requestLatestSimulationResult to an OSim partner of the next lower level. The BPNS of the OSim partner that is to receive the

simulation results is passed as a parameter. This parameter is necessary because the receiver cannot make sure that the

sender of the API call is the correct recipient for the requested data, e.g. the sender could theoretically request simulation

results dedicated to a competitor. The following process steps guarantee that only the correct partner will get their simulation

results. The OSim partner of the next lower level confirms receipt of the message. It is checked if the BPNS exists and it belongs

to a OSim partner. In case the BPNS is unknown in the individual OSim-Network of the data provider, API returns a dedicated error

code (see description of return codes in later chapter in this document) and no simulation result will be transferred.

At next the data provider determines the EDC endpoint for the received BPNS using the Discovery Service, select and filter the

last simulation results for the requesting OSim partner and sends by calling the API receiveLatestSimulationResult the

simulation results to the previously determined EDC end point of the BPNS.

The underlying business process is described and standardized in OSim Process & Core Business Logic.

The following picture explains the general principals of the API interactions:
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1.2 CONTEXT

This section is non-normative

In this document the APIs requestLatestSimulationResult and receiveLatestSimulationResult are described and standardized

to ensure a consistent data exchange and data consumption through EDC between the OSim participants. Thereby an identical

interpretation of the data across companies is ensured.

The underlying MaterialFlowSimulationResult data model is standardized in the standard CX�OSIM�SEMANTICMODEL. The

business process is standardized in the standard CX�OSIM�PROCESS.

1.3 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

This section is non-normative

The requestLatestSimulationResult as well as receiveLatestSimulationResult is a AAS serialized as a JSON string which is sent

through EDC. The JSON string is standardized in this document.

The standard only describes the sending and receiving of MaterialFlowSimulationResult through EDC. The object is created and

handled by applications of the companies involved, but these applications are not part of the standard.

To pass through both API calls EDC reverse proxy functionality is used.

1.4 CONFORMANCE

As well as sections marked as non-normative, all authoring guidelines, diagrams, examples, and notes in this specification are

non-normative. Everything else in this specification is normative.

The key words MAY, MUST, MUST NOT, OPTIONAL, RECOMMENDED, REQUIRED, SHOULD and SHOULD NOT in this document

document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 �RFC2119� �RFC8174� when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as

shown here.

1.5 PROOF OF CONFORMITY

This section is non-normative
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All participants and their solutions will need to proof, that they are conform with the Catena-X standards. To validate that the

standards are applied correctly, Catena-X employs Conformity Assessment Bodies �CABs).

In order to prove conformity, the participant needs to provide to the conformity assessment body:

An example requestLatestSimulationResult JSON as created by their solution

An example receiveLatestSimulationResult JSON as created by their solution

A proof that their solution can process the example payload JSON as listed below

In case an assessee wants to get certified When requesting assessment Then the assessee produces a leer airming that

they adhere to this standard And the leer is signed by person who has full power of aorney

Note that in a future revision of this standard it is planned to oer descriptions of test sets including test cases and test data for

validating API implementations.

1.6 EXAMPLES

1.6.1 Example for requestLatestSimulationResult

requestLatestSimulationResult is the request for simulation result. It contains the BPNS of the requesting OSim partner, the

requestId as a request identifier when receiving result and the simulationRunId (optional) of the last received simulation result

are given as parameter.

The execution of the endpoint which is used as the base URL in the asset definition is done via an EDC connection. As

parameters for the execution of the endpoint are sent as path parameters, they are added to the call of the endpoint at the data

plane of the EDC which will forward them to the endpoint at the producer EDC and endpoint.

Example (with simulationRunId (optional)):

Base URL of endpoint: hp://{internal-server}/requestLatestSimulationResult URL executed to data plane in consumer edc:

hp://{dataplane-url}/api/public/bpns/bbf461bf-28d5�4fc2�95fa-7697eb122f48/requestId/8d628899�3e6f-4666�91c3-

74ee7ab88b2b/simulationRunId/50737df3�4237�4652-b092�1ef8649f6ca6

URL executed to endpoint at receiver of request of simulation result: hp://{internal-server}/requestLatestSimulationResult/

bpns/bbf461bf-28d5�4fc2�95fa-7697eb122f48/requestId/8d628899�3e6f-4666�91c3-

74ee7ab88b2b/simulationRunId/50737df3�4237�4652-b092�1ef8649f6ca6

Example (without simulationRunId (optional)):

Base URL of endpoint: hp://{internal-server}/requestLatestSimulationResult URL executed to data plane in consumer edc:

hp://{dataplane-url}/api/public/bpns/bbf461bf-28d5�4fc2�95fa-7697eb122f48/requestId/8d628899�3e6f-4666�91c3-

74ee7ab88b2b

URL executed to endpoint at receiver of request of simulation result: hp://{internal-

server}/requestLatestSimulationResult/bpns/bbf461bf-28d5�4fc2�95fa-7697eb122f48/requestId/8d628899�3e6f-4666�91c3-

74ee7ab88b2b

The requestLatestSimulationResult MUST be sent from the requestor of simulation results to the producer of simulation results

using an HTTP GET request.

1.6.2 Example for receiveLatestSimulationResult

Example JSON string for receiveLatestSimulationResult can be found in the data model standard CX-0087 OSim Data Model

Materialflow Simulation Result in chapter 2.6.1 MaterialFlowSimulationResult data model JSON structure.

The execution of the endpoint which is used as the base URL in the asset definition is done via an EDC connection. As

parameters for the execution of the endpoint are sent as path parameters, they are added to the call of the endpoint at the data
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plane of the EDC which will forward them to the endpoint at the producer EDC and endpoint.

Example: Base URL of endpoint: hp://{internal-server}/receiveLatestSimulationResult URL executed to data plane in

consumer edc: hp://{dataplane-url}/api/public/requestId/8d628899�3e6f-4666�91c3�74ee7ab88b2b

URL executed to endpoint at producer of simulation result: hp://{internal-

server}/receiveLatestSimulationResult/requestId/8d628899�3e6f-4666�91c3�74ee7ab88b2b

The receiveLatestSimulationResult data MUST be sent from the provider of simulation results to the consumer of simulation

results using an HTTP POST request.

1.7 TERMINOLOGY

This section is non-normative

Business Partner Number �BPN� : A BPN is the unique identifier of a partner within Catena-x

Business Partner Number �BPNL� : A BPNL is the unique identifier of a partner within Catena-X, e.g. a company.

Business Partner Number �BPNS� : A BPNS is the unique identifier of a partner location within Catena-X, e.g. a specific factory of

a company.

OSim Process & Core Business Logic : Shorthand name for the Catena-X Standard: CX-0072 – OSIM Process & Core Business

Logic

OSim Data Model Materialflow Simulation Result : Shorthand name for the Catena-X Standard: CX-0087 – OSim Data Model

Materialflow Simulation Result.

OSim API : Shorthand name for the Catena-X Standard: CX-0073 – OSim API.

Online Control and Simulation �OSim) : OSim is a Use Case in Catena-X eco system.

MaterialFlowSimulationResult : The MaterialFlowSimulationResult is the data model, which describes the structure of the

simulation result data exchanged between OSim partners.

Note: Typically there is not only one own simulation result available in the single systems of suppliers or logisticians. For this it is

RECOMMENDED to introduce in the single systems a state machine, allowing to identify the for publishing relevant status. For

example:

Supplier : In the context of OSim the Supplier is the producer of goods

Customer : In the context of OSim the Customer is the receiver of produced goods by supplier
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Logistician : In the context of OSim the Logistician transports the produced goods from supplier to the customer

OSim-Network construction and Tier-Levels : The following picture depicts a principal construction of a OSim Network from a

global perspective (not to be confused with a participant perspective, which is always a limited view to the one-up and one-

down levels, logistician disregarded).

It consists of many tier companies (e.g. S1..S7� on dierent levels (e.g. Tier-1, Tier-2, Tier-n, Tier-n+1� with logistician companies

in between (e.g. L1..L8�. Depend on the complexity of the logistics between two producers it is not excluded that more than one

logistician are in the chain (e.g. L1 � L2 or L1 � L3 � L4�

"Lower tier level" means direction in the network to the left and with this to the suppliers of the raw materials. The

following terms are synonymously used with "Lower tier level":

"Previous level"

"Previous tier level"

"Lower level"

"Higher tier level" means direction to the OEM. Tier-1 is the highest tier level followed by the OEM. The following terms

are synonymously used with "Higher tier level":

"Next level"

"Next tier level"

"Higher level"

simulationRunID : The simulationRunID is the unique identifier of a simulation result

Aspect Model : a formal, machine-readable semantic description (expressed with RDF/turtle) of data accessible from an Aspect.

: Note 1 to entry: An Aspect Model must adhere to the Semantic Aspect Meta Model �SAMM�, i.e., it utilizes elements and

relations defined in the Semantic Aspect Meta Model and is compliant to the validity rules defined by the Semantic Aspect Meta

Model.

: Note 2 to entry: Aspect model are logical data models which can be used to detail a conceptual model in order to describe the

semantics of runtime data related to a concept. Further, elements of an Aspect model can/should refer to terms of a

standardized Business Glossary (if existing).

Additional terminology used in this standard can be looked up in the glossary on the association homepage.
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2. "REQUEST LATEST SIMULATION RESULT" API

This section is normative

The requestLatestSimulationResult contains the request for the latest simulation result which is send from higher level partner

to a partner on the next lower level. All participants participating in Catena-X OSim in the role of a consumer of simulation results

MUST be able to send the requestLatestSimulationResult. All participants participating in Catena-X OSim in the role of a

provider of simulation results MUST be able to receive and process the requestLatestSimulationResult.

2.1 PRECONDITIONS AND DEPENDENCIES

The requestLatestSimulationResult API MUST be published towards the network using a Data Asset/Contract Oer in terms of

the Dataspace Protocol as defined by IDSA, following the Catena-X standard SOV-001.

2.2 API SPECIFICATION

2.2.1 API Endpoints & resources

To support the exchange of requestLatestSimulationResult data, a business application MUST define a single endpoint

supporting the HTTP POST request method as described in RFC9110. The structure of the endpoint MAY be freely chosen. The

address of the endpoint MUST be provided as part of the EDC Data Asset defined in chapter 2.2.5 of this document.

2.2.2 Data Exchange

The requestLatestSimulationResult endpoint MUST be implemented by all participants who participate in the Catena-X OSIM

network. Provider of simulation results MUST be able to process requestLatestSimulationResult.

The requestLatestSimulationResult data MUST be sent from the consumer of simulation results to the provider of simulation

results using an HTTP GET request. The endpoint of the API MUST handle the BPNS of the requesting OSim partner, the

requestId and MAY have the simulationRunID of the last received simulation result as a path parameter in the URL.

Parameters:

bpns: is mandatory and MUST to be filled with the BPNS ID of the requestor.

requestId �UUIDv4�: is mandatory and MUST be filled with a newly created unique ID. The value of this parameter MUST

be returned by the receiver of the request as an additional URL parameter. It enables the data consumer to correlate

the simulation result with the previously sent request and to validate if the received simulation result has been sent by

the correct data producer.

simulationRunId �UUIDv4�: is optional and MAY be filled by requestor with the ID of the last received simulation result.

Otherwise, no value MUST be sent.

2.2.3 UUID generation and handling

The UUIDv4 MUST be generated according to RFC 4122.

2.2.4 Versioning

OSim API is versioned and follows the Semantic Versioning 2.0.0 standard. The version number for the current standard is 1.0.0 .

Versioning is implemented as follows: OSim EDC Data Assets MUST have a version number. The version MUST be according to

Semantic Versioning 2.0.0. For the current release, the version number MUST be implemented as a property “asset:prop:version”

with value “1.0.0”.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc9110.html
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2.2.5 EDC Data Asset Structure

The HTTP GET endpoint introduced in chapter 2.2.1 MUST NOT be called from a supply chain partner directly. Rather, it MUST be

called via an EDC communication. Therefore, the endpoint MUST be oered as an EDC Data Asset.

The laer MUST have a property “asset.properties.asset:prop:id”. This property MUST be used to identify the asset

when searching the assets catalog of a supplier as well as initiating a transfer process. Because the asset reflects the

contractual relationship between OSim partners, only one asset with the aforementioned property MUST be visible to

the customer at any time to avoid ambiguity. The value for this property can be chosen freely but must be unique.

The asset definition SHOULD contain a property “asset.properties.asset:prop.description” for a human readable

description of the asset when providing the contract oer catalog for the consumer and make it easier and readable for

a human what kind of data this asset contains.

The asset definition MUST contain a property “asset.properties.asset:prop:version” containing a version number to

identify if there have been updates on an asset definition.

The laer MUST have a property “dataAddress.properties.baseUrl” with a value containing the URL of the endpoint

where the function “requestlatestsimulationresult” is implemented.

Additionally, the dataAddress property MUST contain the parameter proxyPath with a value set to TRUE to enable the

possibility to use the EDC as a reverse proxy by adding parameters to the URL.

An example EDC Data Asset definition with a corresponding access / usage policy and contract definition are shown below.

Note: Expressions in double curly braces {{}} must be substituted with a corresponding value.

// Asset definition

{

    "asset": {

        "properties": {

            "asset:prop:id": "osim-request-01",

            "asset:prop:description": "OSim Request Endpoint",

            "asset:prop:version": "1.0.0"

        }

    },

    "dataAddress": {

        "properties": {

            "type": "HttpData",

            "baseUrl": "{{OSIM_REQUEST_ENDPOINT}}",

            "proxyPath": true

        }

    }

}

// Access and Usage Policy definition

    "uid": "osim-request-01-policy",

    "policy": {

        "prohibitions": [],

        "obligations": [],

        "permissions": [

            {

                "target": "osim-request-01",

                "edctype": "dataspaceconnector:permission",
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                "action": {

                    "type": "USE"

                },

                "constraints": []

            }

        ]

    }

}

// Contract definition

{

    "id": "osim-request-01-contract",

    "criteria": [

        {

            "operandLeft": "asset:prop:id",

            "operator": "=",

            "operandRight": "osim-request-01"

        }

    ],

    "accessPolicyId": "osim-request-01-policy",

    "contractPolicyId": "osim-request-01-policy"

}

2.2.6 Error Handling

Every API endpoint defined in chapter 2.2.1 MUST respond to incoming requests with HTTP status codes as described in

�RFC9110�. All of the following HTTP status codes, except for code 200, MUST be interpreted as failures. Therefore, it may be

suicient for a business application to simply check if the status code is 200 or not. If not, the request failed.

HTTP

Status

Code

HTTP Status

Message
Description

200 OK
The request has succeeded. The requestLatestSimulationResult has been

successfully processed in the backend system.

400 Bad request

The server cannot or will not process the request due to something that is

perceived to be a client error (e.g., malformed request syntax, invalid request

message framing, or deceptive request routing).

401 Unauthorized

Although the HTTP standard specifies "unauthorized", semantically this response

means "unauthenticated". That is, the client must authenticate itself to get the

requested response.

402 Unknown BPNS
The BPNS which is given as parameter is not registered in the data provider

database as a direct partner.

403 Forbidden
The client does not have access rights to the content; that is, it is unauthorized, so

the server is refusing to give the requested resource.

404
No simulation

results are released
Data provider doesn’t have any released simulation results
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405 Method not allowed The method used to request the data was not POST

406
No newer

simulation available

The simulationRunId which is given as parameter is identical to the currently

released simulation run in the data provider database

407
No shipments

planned
No shipments are currently planned for the requestor

500
Internal Server

Error
The server has encountered a situation it does not know how to handle.

503 Service Unavailable The server is not ready to handle the request.

If one requestLatestSimulationResult aspect is transmied in one HTTP request, the return codes MUST be used as stated in

the table above. Applications MAY choose to process valid entries from a list which also contains invalid entries. If

requestLatestSimulationResult can be processed successfully, the status code 200 MUST be used.

Further status codes may be included in a later revision of this standard. The ability to send and receive one status code per

sent or received list item might be included in a later revision of this standard.

2.2.7 Validating Parameter

The following tables are supposed to answer questions regarding what business logic MUST be executed when receiving a

requestLatestSimulationResult which has been formed in a specific way.

Number 1

Properties BPNS Given BPNS is not registered in the data provider database as a direct partner

Actions Business Logic Ignore received values

Return Code 402 - Unknown BPNS

3. "RECEIVE LATEST SIMULATION RESULT" API

This section is normative

The receiveLatestSimulationResult contains the transfer of the latest simulation result which is sent from lower level partner to

a partner on the next higher level. All participants participating in Catena-X OSIM in the role of a provider of simulation results

MUST be able to call the receiveLatestSimulationResult. All participants participating in Catena-X OSIM in the role of a consumer

of simulation results MUST be able to receive and process the receiveLatestSimulationResult.

3.1 PRECONDITIONS AND DEPENDENCIES

The receiveLatestSimulationResult API MUST be published towards the network using a Data Asset/Contract Oer in terms of

the Dataspace Protocol as defined by IDSA, following the Catena-X standard SOV-001.

3.2 API SPECIFICATION
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3.2.1 API Endpoints & resources

To support the exchange of receiveLatestSimulationResult data, a business application MUST define a single endpoint

supporting the HTTP POST request method as described in RFC9110. The structure of the endpoint MAY be freely chosen. The

address of the endpoint MUST be provided as part of the EDC Data Asset defined in chapter 3.2.5 of this document.

3.2.2 Data Exchange

The receiveLatestSimulationResult endpoint MUST be implemented by all participants who participate in the Catena-X OSIM

network. Consumer of simulation results MUST be able to process receiveLatestSimulationResult. The endpoint MUST

implement a parameter requestId transmied by the URL which is used to correlate the sent simulation result to the previously

sent request as well as to validate if the sent simulation result is being returned from the receiver of the request. The parameter

requestId MUST contain the value of the requestId which has been sent to requestLatestSimulationResult. As the asset

definition contains the seing proyPath set to TRUE the given parameter sent to the data plane of the EDC will be forwarded to

the endpoint implementing receiveLatestSimulationResult.

The payload of receiveLatestSimulationResult corresponds the data model MaterialflowSimulationResult specified in OSim

Data Model Materialflow Simulation Result. The usage of the aributes in the data model MUST follow the aribute descriptions

in the definitions in CX�OSIM�SEMANTICMODEL. While some aributes are technically a string, not any string is valid. For

example, “owner” or “recipient” MUST be formaed as a BPNS.

Only one simulation result is transmied.

3.2.3 UUID generation and handling

The UUIDv4 MUST be generated according to RFC 4122.

3.2.4 Versioning

OSim API is versioned and follows the Semantic Versioning 2.0.0 standard. The version number for the current standard is 1.0.0 .

Versioning is implemented as follows: OSim EDC Data Assets MUST have a version number. The version MUST be according to

Semantic Versioning 2.0.0. For the current release, the version number MUST be implemented as a property “asset:prop:version”

with value “1.0.0”.

3.2.5 Available Data Types

The API MUST use JSON as the payload transported via HTTPS.

3.2.6 EDC Data Asset Structure

The HTTP POST endpoint introduced in chapter 2.2.1 MUST NOT be called from a supply chain partner directly. Rather, it MUST be

called via an EDC communication. Therefore, the endpoint MUST be oered as an EDC Data Asset.

The laer MUST have a property “asset.properties.asset:prop:id”. This property MUST be used to identify the asset

when searching the assets catalog of a supplier as well as initiating a transfer process. Because the asset reflects the

contractual relationship between OSim partners, only one asset with the aforementioned property MUST be visible to

the customer at any time to avoid ambiguity. The value for this property can be chosen freely but must be unique.

The asset definition SHOULD contain a property “asset.properties.asset:prop.description” for a human readable

description of the asset when providing the contract oer catalog for the consumer and make it easier and readable for

a human what kind of data this asset contains.

The asset definition MUST contain a property “asset.properties.asset:prop:version” containing a version number to

identify if there have been updates on an asset definition.

The laer MUST have a property “dataAddress.properties.baseUrl” with a value containing the URL of the endpoint

where the function “receivelatestsimulationresult” is implemented.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc9110.html
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Additionally the dataAddress property MUST contain the following three properties with a value set to TRUE to enable

the possibility to use the EDC as a reverse proxy by adding parameters to the URL (proxyPath), allowing POST requests

(proxyMethod) and uploading a payload (proxyBody).

proxyPath

proxyBody

proxyMethod

An example EDC Data Asset definition with a corresponding access / usage policy and contract definition are shown below.

Note: Expressions in double curly braces {{}} must be substituted with a corresponding value.

// Asset definition

{

    "asset": {

        "properties": {

            "asset:prop:id": "osim-receive-01",

            "asset:prop:description": "OSim Receive Endpoint",

            "asset:prop:version": "1.0.0"

        }

    },

    "dataAddress": {

        "properties": {

            "type": "HttpData",

            "baseUrl": "{{OSIM_RECEIVE_ENDPOINT}}",

            "proxyPath": true,

            "proxyBody": true,

            "proxyMethod": true

        }

    }

}

// Access and Usage Policy definition

{

    "uid": "osim-receive-01-policy",

    "policy": {

        "prohibitions": [],

        "obligations": [],

        "permissions": [

            {

                "target": "osim-receive-01",

                "edctype": "dataspaceconnector:permission",

                "action": {

                    "type": "USE"

                },

                "constraints": []

            }

        ]

    }

}
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// Contract definition

{

    "id": "osim-receive-01-contract",

    "criteria": [

        {

            "operandLeft": "asset:prop:id",

            "operator": "=",

            "operandRight": "osim-receive-01"

        }

    ],

    "accessPolicyId": "osim-receive-01-policy",

    "contractPolicyId": "osim-receive-01-policy"

}

3.2.4 Error Handling

Every API endpoint defined in chapter 3.2.1. MUST respond to incoming requests with HTTP status codes as described in

�RFC9110�. All of the following HTTP status codes, except for codes 200 and 201, MUST be interpreted as failures. Therefore, it

may be suicient for a business application to simply check if the status code is 200 or 201 or not. If not, the request failed.

HTTP

Status

Code

HTTP Status

Message
Description

200 OK
The POST has succeeded. The receiveLatestSimulationResult has been successfully

processed in the backend system.

400 Bad request

The server cannot or will not process the request due to something that is perceived

to be a client error (e.g., malformed request syntax, invalid request message framing,

or deceptive request routing).

401 Unauthorized

Although the HTTP standard specifies "unauthorized", semantically this response

means "unauthenticated". That is, the client must authenticate itself to get the

requested response.

402 Payload is empty The payload of the API call is empty.

403 Forbidden
The client does not have access rights to the content; that is, it is unauthorized, so

the server is refusing to give the requested resource.

404
Payload structure

unknown
The payload structure is unknown or correspond not to the defined semantic model

405
Method not

allowed
The method used to request the data was not POST.

406
Payload content

invalid
The content of the payload is invalid. E.g. “owner unknown”

500
Internal Server

Error
The server has encountered a situation it does not know how to handle.
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503
Service

Unavailable
The server is not ready to handle the request.

If one receiveLatestSimulationResult aspect is transmied in one HTTP request, the return codes MUST be used as stated in

the table above. Applications MAY choose to process valid entries from a list which also contains invalid entries. If

receiveLatestSimulationResult can be processed successfully, the status code 200 MUST be used.

Further status codes may be included in a later revision of this standard. The ability to send and receive one status code per

sent or received list item might be included in a later revision of this standard.

3.2.8 Validating Payload

The following tables are supposed to answer questions regarding what business logic MUST be executed when receiving a

receiveLatestSimulationResult which has been formed in a specific way.

Number 1

Payload MaterialflowSimulationResult

Meta properties Any property Invalid value

All other properties Any value

Actions Business Logic Ignore received values

Return Code 402 Payload is empty

Number 2

Payload MaterialflowSimulationResult

Meta properties Any property Invalid value

All other properties Any value

Actions Business Logic Ignore received values

Return Code 404 Payload structure unknown

Number 3

Payload MaterialflowSimulationResult

Meta properties Any property Invalid value

All other properties Any value

Actions Business Logic Ignore received values

Return Code 406 Payload content invalid
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